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Abstract— In this work, we investigate the energy 

efficiency of placing virtual machines (VMs) in geo-

distributed data centers taking into account inter-VM traffic 
in addition to users traffic. The problem of VMs placement is 

formularized as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) 

model with an objective to minimize the network and cloud 

power consumption taking into consideration cooperation 

traffic between different VMs and synchronization traffic 
between replicas of the same VM in addition to the download 

traffic from VMs to users. The model results show that the 
number of VMs replicas across geo-distributed clouds is 

limited by the existence of inter-VM traffic in the core 
network. The total power consumption can potentially 

increase by a factor of 39 if inter-VM traffic is not taken into 
consideration when optimizing the placement of VMs. 

Keywords— Virtual machine, inter-VM traffic, VMs 

cooperation, VMs synchronization, energy efficiency, IP over 

WDM networks. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

There is no denying that cloud computing is the main 

commodity and possessing most of today’s Internet traffic. 
According to Cisco [1], in 2016, total cloud traffic was 

52% of all global Internet traffic. Further astronomical 

growth is projected within the approaching years as total 

cloud computing traffic is expected to be 71% of the total 

Internet traffic in 2021. Cloud computing provides 

ubiquitous on-demand access to an Internet-based pool of 

compute, storage, and communication resources to a large 

set of geographically distributed users. Cloud computing 

scalability is highly dependable on the efficient 
provisioning of the datacenter physical resources. 

Virtualization provides a promising resource allocation 

management approach where the datacenter physical 

resources are abstracted into numerous logical entities 

called virtual machines (VMs) [2]. Each VM is allocated 

its own CPU, memory, network bandwidth and storage 

resources to run a logically isolated application from other 

VMs. Further dynamism in resource management can be 

achieved by relocating VMs within or across cloud 

datacenters through replication and migration. VMs 

relocation can serve workload balancing, optimization of 

the physical resources utilization, datacenter maintenance, 

failover recovery and energy efficiency.  
In a cloud environment, different VMs may need to 

communicate to complete their processing jobs as seen 

Fig.1(a) [3]. As well, in case of replication, replicas of a 

VM need to communicate to ensure synchronization (see 

Fig. 1(b)) [4]. This inter-VM traffic is a major contributor 

to the east-west traffic (server to server traffic) which is 

expected to be responsible of 85% of the global cloud 

traffic by 2021 as opposed to north-south traffic (between 

server and client), which accounts for the remaining traffic 

[5]. Inter-VM traffic has been intensively investigated in 

the literature. The authors in [6] studied the traffic of 

communicating VMs hosted by a group of servers. The 

trace analysis shows that inter-VM traffic varies 

significantly between different VMs pairs. In [7], the 

authors developed a system that measures the throughputs 

between data-intensive VMs pairs inside Amazon EC2 

and Rackspace clouds. They found that the throughputs 

vary from as low as 100 Mbps to almost 4.5 Gbps. Also, 

they developed an integer linear programming (ILP) 

model and an algorithm to formulate the problem of intra-

datacenter network-aware VM placement.  

Designing energy efficient cloud services requires co-

optimization of north-south traffic and east-west traffic. 

For example, migrating an application VM, which has 

high inter-traffic with a database VM, to another 

datacenter in order to satisfy the increasing users demand 

may raise the burden on inter data center network 

infrastructure. The authors in [8] studied the energy 

efficient placement of VMs inside a datacenter taking into 

consideration inter-VM traffic. The problem of energy 

efficient VMs placement over geo-distributed cloud 

datacenters while taking into account inter-VM traffic has 

not received much attention. In this paper, we investigate 

this problem by developing a mixed integer linear 

programming (MILP) model to optimize the placement of 

VMs in geo-distributed clouds in IP over WDM core 

networks, as seen in Fig. 2, so the total power consumption 

is minimized taking into consideration the cooperation 

traffic between different VMs and synchronization traffic 

between replicas of the same VM in addition to the 

download traffic from VMs to users.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The MILP 

model for energy efficient VM placement in IP over WDM 

network considering inter-VM traffic is introduced in 

Section II. In Section III, we present and discuss the model 

results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section IV. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1: Illustrative example of inter-VM traffic, (a) VM-VM 

cooperation traffic (b) VM replicas synchronization. 



 
Fig. 2: IP over WDM networks supported by clouds. 

II. OPTIMIZATION OF VMS PLACEMENT 

In this section, we extend the models developed in [9] 

and [10] to optimize the placement of VMs with the 

objective of minimizing the total power consumption 

considering download traffic between users and VMs. The 

models are extended to study the effect of inter-VM traffic 

on the energy efficient placement of VMs. The CPU 

workload of VMs vs the number of users is considered to 

follow a linear profile as seen in Fig. 3, where the CPU 

workload varies linearly with the number of users served 

by the VM [10]. To maintain the SLA, each VM needs a 

minimum workload to run an application regardless of the 

number of users served by the VM.  In the following, we 

present the parameters, variables and constraints 

introduced in [9] for completeness and introduce the new 

parameters, variables and constraints to model the inter-

VM traffic and VMs workload.  

The following parameters and variables represent the 

cloud datacenter; 

Cloud datacenter parameters 系鯨稽 Cloud switch port bit rate. 系鯨鶏 Cloud switch port power consumption. 鯨迎 Cloud switch redundancy. 系迎稽 Cloud router port bit rate. 系迎鶏 Cloud router port power consumption. 鯨鶏系 Power consumption of a server. 鯨激詣 Maximum workload of a server. 潔 Cloud power usage effectiveness. 
 

Cloud datacenter variables 系鎚 系鎚 噺 な if a cloud is hosted in node 嫌, otherwise  系鎚 噺  ど. 系迎鎚 Number of routers ports in the cloud hosted in node 嫌. 系鯨鎚 Number of switches ports in the cloud hosted in node 嫌. 鶏鯨鎚 Number of processing servers in the cloud hosted in node 嫌. 

 

Fig. 3: Linear relationship between VM workload and number of 

users. 

The VMs to be hosted in the cloud and the traffic 

resulting from them are defined by the following 

parameters and variables; 

  VMs parameters: 撃警 Set of VMs. 嫌 欠券穴 穴 Indices of source and destination nodes of a traffic 

demand. 撃 Number of VMs. 捲 Number of VM users. 堅塚 Users download rate of each VM 懸┻ 系撃塚怠┸塚態 系撃塚怠┸塚態 噺1, if there is a cooperating traffic between VM 懸な and VM 懸に, otherwise 系撃塚怠┸塚態 噺0. 系撃警塚怠┸塚態 Cooperation traffic between VM 懸な and VM 懸に. 鯨撃警塚 Synchronization traffic between VM 懸 replicas. 激塚 Maximum workload of VM 懸. 警 VM minimum CPU usage under a linear workload 

profile. 警劇塚 Traffic resulting from VM replica 懸 serving the 

maximum number of users. 警劇塚 噺 捲 堅塚 激迎塚 Workload per traffic unit of VM replica 懸 calculated as:
 激迎塚  噺 調寧貸暢暢脹寧   詣 Large enough number. 

VMs variables: 輻鎚┸塚 Workload of VM replica 懸 hosted in cloud in node s. 系激鎚 Total workload of cloud hosted in node 嫌. 系経鎚┸鳥┸塚 Traffic demand from VM 懸 hosted in cloud located in node 嫌 to users located in node 穴. 詣鎚┸鳥 Upload traffic from cloud hosted in node 嫌 to node d.  経鳥 Download traffic of cloud hosted in node 穴. 絞鎚┸塚  絞鎚┸塚 噺 な┸ if the cloud hosted in node 嫌 hosts a copy of VM 懸, otherwise 絞鎚┸塚 噺 ど┻   ）鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 ）鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 な┸ if there is a possibility for cooperation traffic 

from VM 懸な located in node 嫌 to VM 懸に located in node 穴, 

otherwise ）鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 ど┻ ′鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 ′鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 な┸ if cooperation traffic exists from VM 懸な  

located at any node to VM 懸に located in node 穴, otherwise ′鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 ど┻ 鋼鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 鋼鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 な┸ if cooperation traffic exists from VM 懸な 

located in node 嫌 to VM 懸に located in node 穴, otherwise 鋼鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 ど┻ 紅鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 糠鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 

Binary variables set to 1 only if one or two of the following 

conditions are satisfied; there is a cooperating traffic from 

VM 懸な to VM 懸に, VM 懸な is located in node 嫌 or VM 懸に is 

located in node 穴, otherwise set to 0. 荊系鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 Cooperating traffic from VM 懸な  to VM 懸に  located in 

different nodes 嫌 and 穴. ♂鎚┸鳥┸塚 ♂鎚┸鳥┸塚 噺 な┸ if VM 懸 replicas are located in nodes 嫌 and 穴, 



respectively, otherwise ♂鎚┸鳥┸塚 噺 ど┻ 砿鎚┸鳥┸塚 砿鎚┸鳥┸塚 噺1, if only one VM 懸 replica is located in either node 嫌 or node 穴, otherwise 砿鎚┸鳥┸塚= 0. 荊鯨鎚┸鳥┸塚 Synchronization traffic between VM 懸  replicas located in 

nodes 嫌 and 穴,  respectively. 

The clouds power consumption (系健剣憲穴) is composed of:  

1) Power consumption of clouds servers: 潔 布 鶏鯨鎚 鯨鶏系鎚樺朝                                                                  岫な岻 

2) Power consumption of clouds routers and switches:  潔 蕃系迎鶏 布 系迎鎚鎚樺朝 髪  鯨迎 系鯨鶏 布 系鯨鎚鎚樺朝 否                            岫に岻 

The following parameters and variables represent the IP 

over WDM core network; 

IP over WDM parameters: 軽 Set of IP over WDM network nodes. 兼 欠券穴 券 Indices of the end nodes of a physical link. 件 欠券穴 倹 Indices of the end nodes of a virtual link. 軽兼陳  Set of neighbouring nodes of node 兼.  鶏堅喧 Router port power consumption. 鶏建 Transponder power consumption. 鶏結 EDFA power consumption. 鶏剣鎚 Optical switch power consumption in node 嫌. 鶏堅訣 Regenerator power consumption. 激 Number of wavelengths per fiber. 稽 Wavelength bit rate. 鯨 Maximum span distance between two EDFAs. 経陳┸津 Distance in kilometres between node pair 岫兼┸ 券岻. 畦陳┸津 Number of EDFAs between node pair 岫兼┸ 券岻┻  A陳津= 峙帖尿┸韮聴 伐 な峩┸  where 鯨 is the reach of the EDFA. 迎罫陳┸津 Number of regenerators between node pair 岫兼┸ 券岻 Typically 迎罫陳津= 峙帖尿┸韮眺 伐 な峩┸ where 迎 is the reach of the regenerator. 券 IP over WDM network power usage effectiveness. 

IP over WDM variables: 系沈┸珍 Number of wavelengths in virtual link (件┸ 倹岻. 激陳┸津 Number of wavelengths in physical link 岫兼┸ 券岻. 畦鶏系鎚 Number of router ports in node 嫌 that aggregate the traffic 

from clouds. 畦鶏荊撃鳥 Number of router ports in node 穴 that aggregate the traffic to 

clouds. 畦鶏警鳥 Number of router ports in node 穴 that aggregate the traffic to 

users. 繋陳┸津 Number of fibers on physical link 岫兼┸ 券岻. 詣沈┸珍鎚┸鳥
  Amount of traffic flow between node pair 岫嫌┸ 穴岻 traversing 

virtual link 岫件┸ 倹岻┻ 激陳┸津沈┸珍
 Number of wavelengths of virtual link 岫件┸ 倹岻 traversing 

physical link 岫兼┸ 券岻┻ 
Under the non-bypass approach [11], the IP over WDM 

network power consumption ( 系剣堅結軽結建拳剣堅倦 ) is 

composed of: 

 

 

 

1) The power consumption of routers ports:  

券 嵜布 鶏堅喧 畦鶏系鎚鎚樺朝 髪 布 鶏堅喧 畦鶏警鳥鳥樺朝 髪 布 鶏堅喧 畦鶏荊撃鳥鳥樺朝髪 布 布 鶏堅喧津樺朝陳尿┺津貯陳陳樺朝 激陳┸津崟                                                       岫ぬ岻 

2) The power consumption of transponders:  

券 嵜 布 布 鶏建 激陳┸津津樺朝陳尿┺津貯陳陳樺朝 崟                                                        岫ね岻 

3) The power consumption of EDFAs: 

券 嵜 布 布 鶏結 繋陳┸津 畦陳┸津津樺朝陳尿┺津貯陳陳樺朝 崟                                               岫の岻 

4) The power consumption of optical switches: 券 蕃布 鶏剣鎚鎚樺朝 否                                                                                    岫は岻 

5) The power consumption of regenerator: 

券 嵜 布 布 鶏堅訣 継罫陳┸津 激陳┸津津樺朝陳尿┺津貯陳陳樺朝 崟                                        岫ば岻 

The model is defined as follows: 

The objective: Minimize total power consumption given 

as:  系剣堅結軽結建拳剣堅倦 髪 系健剣憲穴                                       岫ぱ岻 
Subject to: 

Placing VMs in clouds constraints: 詣 布 系経鎚┸鳥┸塚鳥樺朝 半 絞鎚┸塚                                褐 嫌 樺 軽 ┸ 懸 樺 撃警       岫ひ岻 

 布 系経鎚┸鳥┸塚鳥樺朝 判 詣 絞鎚┸塚                             褐 嫌 樺 軽 ┸ 懸 樺 撃警      岫など岻 
Constraints (9) and (10) relate the binary variable that 

indicates whether a VM is hosted in a cloud or not (絞鎚┸塚) 

to the traffic between users of this VM and the cloud 

( デ 系経鎚┸鳥┸塚鳥樺朝 ) by setting  げ鎚┸塚 噺 な  if   デ 系経鎚┸鳥┸塚鳥樺朝 伴ど and 絞塚鎚 噺 ど otherwise. 

Clouds locations constraints: 布 絞鎚┸塚塚敵蝶暢 半 系鎚                                     褐 嫌 樺 軽                岫なな岻 

布 絞鎚┸塚 判 詣 系鎚                                  褐 嫌 樺 軽                岫なに岻塚敵蝶暢  

Constraints (11) and (12) ensure that a cloud is built in 

core nodes selected to host VMs by setting 系鎚 噺 な 

if  デ 絞鎚┸塚塚敵蝶暢 伴 ど and 系坦 噺 ど otherwise. 

Clouds workload constraint: 輻鎚┸塚 噺  M 絞鎚┸塚  髪 激迎塚 布 系経鎚┸鳥┸塚   鳥樺朝   褐   s 樺 軽 ┸ 懸 樺 撃警                                                                       岫なぬ岻 



系激鎚 噺 布 輻鎚┸塚                                       褐 嫌 樺 軽                  岫なね岻塚敵蝶暢  

Constraint (13) calculates the workload of a VM replica 

in a cloud as a linear function of the traffic resulting from 

serving users of the replica with a minimum CPU usage. 

Constraint (14) calculates the total workload of a cloud by 

summing the workload of VMs hosted in it. 

Number of servers in a cloud: 鶏鯨鎚 半 系激鎚鯨激詣                                                褐 嫌 樺 軽                岫なの岻 
Constraint (15) calculates the number of servers in 

each cloud based on the CPU utilization as the CPU draws 

the largest proportion of the server power consumption 

[12]. 

Traffic demand between cooperating VMs: ぬ ）鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 髪 糠鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 髪 紅鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態  噺 絞鎚┸塚怠 髪 絞鳥┸塚態 髪 系撃塚怠┸塚態  褐嫌┸ 穴 樺 軽┸ 懸な and 懸に 樺 撃警┺ 懸な 塙 懸に         岫なは岻  布 ）鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態鎚樺朝 半 ′鳥┸塚怠┸塚態     褐 穴 樺 軽┸ 懸な 欠券穴 懸に 樺 撃警┺ 懸な 塙 懸に   岫なば岻  布 ）鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態鎚樺朝 判 詣 ′鳥┸塚怠┸塚態  褐 穴 樺 軽┸ 懸な 欠券穴 懸に 樺 撃警┺ 懸な 塙 懸に  岫なぱ岻  布 鋼鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態鎚樺朝 噺 ′鳥┸塚怠┸塚態     褐 穴 樺 軽┸ 懸な 欠券穴  懸に 樺 撃警┺ 懸な 塙 懸に  岫なひ岻  ）鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態  半 鋼鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態       褐 穴 樺 軽┸ 懸な 欠券穴  懸に 樺 撃警┺ 懸な 塙 懸に    岫にど岻  荊系鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 鋼鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 系撃警塚怠┸塚態 褐嫌┸ 穴 樺 軽┺ 嫌 塙 穴┸ 懸な 欠券穴 懸に 樺 撃警┺ 懸な 塙 懸に     岫にな岻  荊系鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 鋼鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 系撃警塚怠┸塚態 褐嫌┸ 穴 樺 軽┺ 嫌 噺 穴┸ 懸な 欠券穴 懸に 樺 撃警┺ 懸な 塙 懸に     岫にに岻  
Constraints (16) to (22) represent the traffic demand 

between different cooperating VMs (懸な 塙 懸に). Constraint 

(16) ensures that ）嫌┸穴┸懸な┸懸に 噺 な if VM 懸な is located in node 嫌, VM 懸に is located in node 穴 and there is a cooperation 

traffic between them (i.e. 系撃塚怠┸塚態 噺 な岻 , otherwise  ）嫌┸穴┸懸な┸懸に 噺 ど ┻  Constraints (17) and (18) ensure that  ′鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 な if there is at least one cooperation traffic 

between VMs 懸な located at any node and 懸に located at 

node 穴  ( デ ）鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態鎚樺朝 噺 な岻 , ′鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 噺 ど  otherwise . 

Constraint (19) ensures that only one replica of VM 懸な is 

selected to cooperate with VM 懸に at node 穴. Constraint 

(20) ensures that the node selected to provide VM 懸に with 

cooperation traffic from VM 懸な contains a replica of 懸な 

which is indicated by variable ）鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 . The aim of 

constraints (17) to (20) is to ensure that each replica of a 

VM receives cooperation only from a single replica of VM 懸な. Constraint (21) calculates the cooperation traffic 

between VMs 懸な and 懸に, if they are located in different 

nodes, whereas, Constraint (22), calculates the 

cooperation traffic between VMs, if they are located in the 

same node. 

VM replicas synchronization traffic: 

  に ♂嫌┸穴┸懸 髪 砿嫌┸穴┸懸 噺 絞嫌┸懸 髪 絞穴┸懸   褐嫌┸ 穴 樺 軽┺ 嫌 塙 穴┸ 懸 樺 撃警                                                         岫にぬ岻 荊鯨鎚┸鳥┸塚 噺 ♂鎚┸鳥┸塚 鯨撃警塚        褐嫌┸ 穴 樺 軽┺ 嫌 塙 穴┸ 懸 樺 撃警                                                        岫にね岻 
   Constraints (23) and (24) represent the synchronization 

traffic among VM 懸 replicas. Constraint (23) ensures that ♂鎚┸鳥┸塚=1 if VM 懸 replicas are located in node 嫌 and node 穴 , respectively, otherwise ♂鎚┸鳥┸塚 噺 ど┻  Constraint (24) 

calculates the synchronization traffic sent by VM 懸 replica 

in node 嫌 to another replica in node 穴. 

Cloud upload traffic:  詣鎚┸鳥 噺 布 系経鎚┸鳥┸塚 髪 布 布 荊系鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態塚態樺蝶暢塚怠樺蝶暢 髪 布 荊鯨鎚┸鳥┸塚塚樺蝶暢塚樺蝶暢  

褐 嫌┸ 穴 樺 軽                                                                                   岫にの岻 
Constraint (25) calculates the demands between the IP 

over WDM nodes by summing the VMs upload traffic due 

to users demand 岫系経塚┸鎚┸鳥岻  and inter-VM traffic 

(荊系鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 and 荊鯨鎚┸鳥┸塚岻.  

Cloud download traffic:       経鳥 噺 布 布 布 荊系鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態塚態樺蝶暢塚怠樺蝶暢鎚樺朝 髪 布 布 荊鯨鎚┸鳥┸塚塚樺蝶暢鎚樺朝      
   褐 穴 樺 軽 ┸ 嫌 噺 穴                                                                         岫には岻 
Constraint (26) calculates the VMs download traffic in 

node 穴 due to inter-VM traffic. 

Number of routers and switches ports in clouds: 系迎鎚 半 盤デ 詣鎚┸鳥 髪 経鎚鳥樺朝 匪系迎稽                                  褐 嫌 樺 軽           岫にば岻 

 系鯨鎚 半 デ 詣鎚┸鳥 髪 経鎚鳥樺朝 髪 デ デ デ 荊系鎚┸鳥┸塚怠┸塚態 塚態樺蝶暢塚怠樺蝶暢鳥樺朝┺鎚貯鳥系鯨稽  褐 嫌 樺 軽                                                                                        岫にぱ岻 

Constraint (27) calculates the number of routers ports in 

each cloud 嫌 that aggregate upload and download traffic of 

each cloud. Constraint (28) calculates the number of 

switches ports in each cloud 嫌 required for switching inter-

VM traffic. 

Flow conservation constraint in the IP layer: 

布 詣沈┸珍鎚┸鳥珍樺朝┺沈貯珍 伐 布 詣珍┸沈鎚┸鳥珍樺朝┺沈貯珍 噺 班  L坦┸辰          件 噺 嫌伐 L坦┸辰        件 噺 穴           ど             剣建月結堅拳件嫌結    褐 嫌┸ 穴 ┸ 件 樺 軽 柑 嫌 塙 穴                                                              岫にひ岻 
Constraint (29) represents the flow conservation for IP 

layer on the IP over WDM network. It ensures that the total 

incoming traffic equal the total outgoing traffic in all node; 

excluding the source and destination nodes. 

Virtual link capacity constraint: 布 布 詣沈┸珍鎚┸鳥鳥樺朝┺鎚貯鳥 判 系沈┸珍 稽     鎚樺朝           褐 件 ┸ 倹 樺 軽 柑 嫌 塙 穴      岫ぬど岻  
Constraint (30) ensures that the traffic transmitted 



through a virtual link does not exceed its maximum 

capacity. 

Flow conservation constraint in the optical layer: 

布 激陳┸津沈┸珍津樺朝陳尿 伐 布 激津┸陳沈┸珍津樺朝陳尿 噺  崔 系沈┸珍          兼 噺 件伐系沈┸珍       兼 噺 倹   ど             剣建月結堅拳件嫌結 褐 件┸ 倹 ┸ 兼 樺 軽 柑 件 塙 倹                                                                 岫ぬな岻          

Constraint (31) represents the flow conservation for the 

optical layer. It ensures that the total number of incoming 

wavelengths in a virtual link is equal to the total number 

of outgoing wavelengths in all nodes excluding the source 

and destination nodes of the virtual link.   

Physical link capacity constraint: 布 布 激陳┸津沈┸珍珍樺朝┺沈貯珍 判 激 稽 繋陳┸津                   褐 兼┸ 券 樺 軽         岫ぬに岻沈樺朝  

Constraints (32) represent the physical link capacity 

limit. It ensures that the traffic flow in a link does not 

exceed the capacity of wavelengths in its fibres. 

Total number of router aggregation ports in a core node: 畦鶏系鎚 噺 な  稽 布 詣鎚┸鳥鳥樺朝                                      褐 嫌 樺 軽         岫ぬぬ岻 

 畦鶏荊撃鳥 噺 な稽 布 経鎚┸鳥鎚樺朝                                       褐 穴 樺 軽         岫ぬね岻 

 畦鶏警鳥 噺 な  稽 布 布  系経鎚┸鳥┸塚塚樺蝶暢鎚樺朝                      褐 穴 樺 軽         岫ぬの岻 

Constraints (33)-(35) calculate the total number of 

router ports in each core node that aggregate the traffic 

from the clouds, to the clouds and to edge routers, 

respectively.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The NSFNET network, depicted in Fig. 4, is considered 

as an example of a core network topology to optimize the 

placement of 1500 VMs in clouds located in its core nodes. 

VMs users are uniformly distributed over the NSFNET 14 

nodes. Each VM has 800 users. The users are considered 

to access the VMs with a download rate uniformly 

distributed between two data rates; 5 and 25 Mbps. The 

workload of serving the maximum number of users of 

VMs are uniformly distributed among three workloads: 

10%, 50% and 100% of the server CPU capacity. VMs are 

considered to have a minimum CPU workload of 5% of 

the server CPU capacity in order to maintain the SLAs.  

We consider each VM to cooperate with 50% of the other 

VMs selected randomly, whereas for VM replicas 

synchronization, all VM replicas exchange traffic. The 

placement is studied under two inter-VM traffic scenarios; 

low traffic of 100 Mbps and high traffic of 5 Gbps [7]. 

VMs in cloud datacenters are  hosted in IBM Power 

System S814 server [13], which has eight cores of 3.72 

GHz of IBM power8 processors, 128 GB memory, 96 

GBps network bandwidth and 1.55 TB storage while 

consuming 333 Watt. In IP over WDM networks, we 

consider each router port operating at 40 Gbps while 

consuming 825 W [14]. In cloud datacenter network, the 

Juniper MX204 router [15] is considered as an aggregation 

router, which can deliver up to 800 Gbps throughput while 

consuming 0.9 W/Gbps (36 watt for each 40 Gbps router 

port). The Juniper EX4550 Ethernet switch [16] is 

considered as cloud LAN switch with capacity of 960 

Gbps and power rating of 9 W/10GbE interface. Table I 

shows the input data of our evaluation scenarios.  

In the following results, we compare the VMs placement 

and the power consumption associated with optimization 

scenarios considering cooperation and synchronization 

inter-VM traffic with those of optimizations scenarios 

ignoring them.  

 
Fig. 4: NSFNET topology. 

TABLE I: MODEL INPUT PARAMETERS 
40 Gbps Router port power consumption 

(鶏堅喧) 

825 W [14] 

40 Gbps transponder power consumption (鶏建) 167 W [14] 

40 Gbps regenerator power consumption 

(鶏堅訣) 

334 W, reach 2500 

km [14] 

EDFA power consumption (鶏結) 55 W [14] 

Optical switch power consumption (鶏剣) 85 W [14] 

Number of wavelengths in a fiber (激) 16 [14] 

Bit rate of each wavelength (稽) 40 Gbps [14] 

Span distance between two EDFAs (鯨) 80 km 

Network power usage effectiveness (券) 1.5 [9] 

Number of VM users (捲岻 800 users per VM 

User Download rate (堅塚) {5 and 25 Mbps}  

Cooperation traffic from VM 懸な to VM 懸に 岫系撃警塚怠┸塚態岻 

100 Mbps or 5 

Gbps 

Synchronization traffic between VM 懸 replicas 岫鯨撃警塚岻 

100 Mbps or 5 

Gbps 

Cloud router port power consumption (系鯨稽) 40 Gbps [15] 

Cloud router port power consumption (系迎鶏) 36 W [15] 

Cloud switch port bit rate (系鯨稽) 10 Gbps [16] 

Cloud switch port power consumption (系鯨鶏) 9 W [16] 

Cloud switch redundancy 岫鯨迎) 2 

Cloud power usage effectiveness (潔)  1.7 [17] 

Number of VMs (V) 1500 VMs 

Server maximum power consumption (鯨鶏系) 333 W [18] 

Maximum CPU capacity of a server (鯨激詣) 3.72 GHz 

Minimum VM workload (警) 5% 

Set of VMs workload (激塚) {10, 50 and 100}% 

 

Fig. 5 shows the optimum placement of VMs 

considering users download traffic only. Three replicas are 

created of each VM of 5 Mbps download rate and VMs 

with 25 Mbps download rate are fully replicated in all 

cloud locations. The optimal placement of VMs 

considering inter-VM traffic of 100 Mbps in addition to 

the user download traffic is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 (a) 

shows that taking cooperation traffic of 100 Mbps into 

consideration when placing VMs has resulted in creating 

more replicas (four replicas) of the VMs of 5 Mbps users 

download rate compared to optimization considering users 



traffic only (three replicas). This placement allows 

cooperation traffic between VMs of 25 Mbps (replicated 

everywhere) and VMs of 5 Mbps to traverse a maximum 

of single hop in the IP over WDM network. In (Fig 6 (b)), 

the existence of synchronization traffic has limited the 

number of replicas of each VM into two and four replicas 

under 5 and 25 Mbps download rates, respectively. The 

optimum placement when considering cooperation and 

synchronization traffic jointly (Fig. 6 (c)) is a trade-off 

between the placement in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) with the impact 

of synchronization traffic dominating. 

 
Fig. 5: The optimal placement of VMs considering users traffic 

only. 

 
(a)                                                  (b) 

 
(c) 

 

Fig. 6: The optimal placement of VMs considering users traffic and 

100 Mbps a) cooperation traffic, b) synchronization traffic, c) total 

inter-VM traffic. 

 

Fig.  7:  Power consumption associated with different VMs 

placement scenarios considering 100 Mbps inter-VM traffic 

In Fig. 7, we study the potential increase in total power 

consumption resulting from optimizing the placement of 

VMs considering users download traffic only with 

scenarios where cooperation and synchronization exist in 

additional to users download traffic. The results show a 

limited increase of 1% in total power consumption if the 

VMs are placed considering users download traffic only 

(as seen in Fig. 5) in a scenario where users download, and 

cooperation traffic exist. The full replication of VMs of 25 

Mbps (see Fig. 5) has confined the cooperation traffic 

among them to the intra datacenter network and hence the 

limited increase in total power consumption. However, not 

taking synchronization traffic into consideration when 

optimizing VMs placement has increased the total power 

consumption by 73%. This increase is mainly caused by 

the synchronization traffic among the fully distributed 

replicas of each VM of 25 Mbps download rate creating a 

full mesh traffic matrix traversing the IP over WDM 

network. 

Fig. 8 shows the optimal VMs placement considering 

high inter-VM traffic. The placement under high 

cooperation traffic (Fig. 8 (a)) has resulted in four replicas 

of all VMs. These replicas are collocated so cooperation 

traffic is kept within the datacenter. Considering VMs 

synchronization traffic (Fig. 8(b)) has resulted in a single 

cloud placement as the synchronization traffic power 

consumption surpass the potential saving obtained by 

placing VM replicas closer to users premises. The same 

trend of single cloud placement is observed from 

considering both inter-VM traffic jointly (Fig. 8(c)). As 

shown in Fig. 9, placing VMs closer to the users without 

bearing in mind the existence of high inter-VM traffic (5 

Gbps) causes the power consumption to increase by a 

factor of 39 compared to placing them based on the 

existence of inter-VM and users download traffic. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have investigated the energy efficiency of geo-

distributed VMs in IP over WDM core networks taking 

into consideration inter-VM cooperation traffic and 

synchronization traffic between replicas of the same VM 

in addition to the download traffic from VMs to users. The 

problem is formulated as a mixed integer linear 

programming (MILP) model. Our results show the 

dominating impact of synchronization traffic on the 

placement of VMs, reducing the energy efficiency of 



replicating VMs. Neglecting inter-VM traffic when 

placing VMs can mount up the total power consumption 

by a factor of 39 for VMs with an inter-VM traffic data 

rate of 5 Gbps. 
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(a)                                                  (b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 8: The optimal placement of VMs considering users traffic and 

5 Gbps a) cooperation traffic, b) synchronization traffic, c) total 

inter-VM traffic. 

 
Fig. 9: Power consumption associated with different VM 

placement scenarios considering 5 Gbps inter-VM traffic. 
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